
The Light Dome III is designed to help film and video 
professionals create large soft light using Bowens Mount 
LEDs with an efficient and portable toolkit. 
Film and video professionals work on various projects 
from commercials, corporate videos, or indie to high-end 
film productions. These productions can be fast-paced, with 
little time for setup and teardown. The Light Dome III’s new 
folding design saves valuable time on set, where every 
second counts. 
Whether they are lighting technicians or full-service 
video professionals, they have limited space to store and 
transport their equipment to each location, making every 
cubic inch incredibly valuable. The Light Dome III packs 
down flat, freeing up more space for essential tools than 
cylindrical quick softboxes. 
These professionals own a diverse portfolio of equipment 
ranging from cameras to lighting and sound, work as solo 
operators or with a small crew, and therefore require 
complete solutions to improve their workflow – like the Light 
Dome III.

The Light Dome III is the flagship softbox for Aputure’s Bowens 
Mount lights, featuring the same 3ft (90cm) circular shape with a 
brand new quick-folding, flat-pack design. Produce stunningly 
soft light while saving valuable time on set and space in your kit 
with its new quicker setup and slim profile.

Start shooting sooner with the all-new quick-folding 
design. Building the Light Dome III is now faster than ever, 
saving valuable time on set. Being among the fastest circular 
softboxes to set up and break down on the market, the Light 
Dome III can snap into its full parabolic shape in seconds, 
allowing professionals to start shooting sooner.

More room for lights with the Light Dome III’s flat-pack 
design. Unlike traditional quick softboxes that maintain their 
cylindrical shape when packed, the Light Dome III’s quick-setup 
speed ring folds into a slim, flat profile. Its flat-pack design 
requires less setup time and frees up more space for other 
filmmaking tools when transporting equipment, making it more 
portable and travel-ready.
Simplify your toolkit with one softbox for all your Bowens 
lights. Like other Aputure softboxes, the Light Dome III utilizes 
the prolific, universal Bowens Mount, making it the perfect 
pairing for any modular Aputure point-source fixture. With the 
ability to use just one modifier with an array of Bowens Mount 
LED fixtures, this versatile softbox reduces the size of your 
toolkit, allowing professionals to work smarter, not harder.

The Light Dome III is a ready-to-go solution for professionals to 
craft their soft light. Complete with a folding Bowens Mount 
speed ring, multiple densities of diffusion, and a 40º fabric light 
control grid, the Light Dome III is the ideal modifier for finetuning 
the perfect lighting.

Dimensions (Built) Ø89.0 x 60.0cm
Ø35.1 x 23.6in 

Dimensions (Collapsed) 88.0 x 18.0 x 5.0cm
34.6 x 7.1 x 2.0in

Diffusion Cloths (1 & 2 Stop) Ø88.0cm / 34.6in

40º Light Control Grid Ø88.0 x 4.2cm / Ø34.6 x 1.7in

Carrying Bag 93.0 x 30.0 x 1.5cm
36.6 x 11.8 x 0.6in

Weight 2.24kg / 4.94lbs

Light Dome III Data Sheet

Main Features
• 3ft (90cm) foldable quick-setup circular Bowens Mount 

softbox
• Quick-folding design saves time during setup
• Foldable speed ring packs flat to save space
• 32-Sided circular design for perfect, round eyelights
• Universal Bowens Accessory mount: Compatible with 

Aputure Light Storm series, amaran 150c & 300c
• Create flattering soft light with 2 front diffusion cloth 

options (1 Stop & 2 Stop) 
• Create contrast with the included 40º light control grid
• Heavy-duty construction: steel rods for increased 

durability and longevity

Name Qty

Light Dome III 1

1 Stop Diffusion Cloth 1

2 Stop Diffusion Cloth 1

40º Fabric Light Control Grid 1

Carrying Bag 1

What’s in the Box

Product Description

Sales & Shipping Information
Product Name Light Dome III

SKU APS0005A3E

UPC 6971842187188

Packing Dimensions 91.0 x 26.5 x 12.0cm
35.8 x 10.4 x 4.7in

Net Weight 2.24kg / 4.94lbs

Gross Weight 2.77kg / 6.11lbs

Carton Quantity 3 pcs

Carton Dimensions 92.7 x 38.3 x 29.5cm
36.5 x 15.2 x 11.6in

Carton Weight 9.58kg / 21.1lbs

Specifications

Target Audience


